
Sequel™ is as easy
as using a VCR.
Video-audio-data. It’s the most prolific new
communications medium of the 21st century. 
If you’re ready to leverage the creative power
of video production for training, promotion,
education, recruitment, documentation,
Internet communications and more… 
you’re ready for Sequel. 

Sequel is an amazing, stand-alone video
production appliance. This easy-to-learn,
turnkey system enables even novice users to
create professional video presentations. 
Starting at $1,995, Sequel gets you into video
production at a stand-alone price.

Creativity at
warp speed.
There’s no need for a PC! Just connect 
Sequel directly to a TV/monitor and you’re
in business. Sequel’s award-winning user
interface takes you through instant edits,
transitions, titles, slow-motion, and other
special effects. All at point-and-click speed.
And it all happens instantly in real-time. 
With no computer rendering and no waiting.

For a hands-on demonstration call 
(888) 624-4255 to locate the dealer nearest
you. Or drop yourself into our web site at:
www.applied-magic.com

There’s never been an easier, or more
affordable way to get into video production.

Picture yourself as a
stand-alone video editor. www.applied-magic.com

Sequel Video Production System: Deck, Keyboard and Mouse.
Television and camcorder sold separately.



Are you ready to leverage the power of video for
training, marketing, education, employee recruitment,
Internet communications, or family fun? Then you’re
ready for Sequel - the simple, affordable and easy-to-
connect video editing appliance from Applied Magic.
This turnkey system enables even novice users to edit
video and create professional quality presentations
with ease. Without a computer. And without any
editing experience.

Just how easy is it?
Easier than using most VCRs. Simply connect the
Sequel deck directly to a TV/monitor, and bingo!
You’re a video editor. 

Point and click.
Drag and drop.
Sequel’s friendly graphical user interface (GUI) guides
you effortlessly through title creation, multiple edits,
slow motion, scene transitions, and other nifty effects.
All your editing and special effects take place instantly
- in real time. 

Superior connectivity.
Sequel accommodates S-video and composite video.*
Sequel also features six individual color effects, two
styles of slow motion effects and more than 50 (time-
variable) transitions for up to 12 projects at a time.
Picture resolution is adjustable - from demo to
corporate quality.

All you need is a
TV and Camcorder.
The Sequel video editing appliance is 17 inches wide,
15 inches deep, and 3 inches tall - about the size of a
VCR. At just 14 pounds, the unit is easily portable. 
The system comes standard with a CD-ROM drive and
wired keyboard and mouse. 

There’s never been an easier or more affordable way
to get into video editing. 

*An optional DIGITAL VIDEO upgrade (DV-1394) is available from Applied Magic.

Editors Wanted.
No Experience Required.

www.applied-magic.com

Sequel Video Production System: Deck, Keyboard and Mouse.
Television and camcorder sold separately.

For highend professional
features like envelope control, automatic
insert edit, multilayering and more, ask about
Sequel’s big brother ScreenPlay.

Another member of Applied Magic’s
family of products.


